
(FoLSE) refers to a temporary decline of thinking ability while nonproficient foreign language

which its user is not as proficient as in his/her own



ficed in most cases because appropriate linguistic pro-

is not equivalent to the above defined linguistic pro-

guage defined above has been typically practiced for

It is a specific case of the general principle that harder

ficient to perform all those tasks, and thus the per-

that lower proficiency in foreign language leads to

may appear to contradict these findings at first glance,



strives to overcome immediate difficulty of thinking
(i.e., FoLSE) while struggling with a less proficient

1.2 Empirical Confirmation of FoLSE

pirical confirmation is indispensable for two reasons:

ability (i.e., FoLSE) or foreign language difficulty per

in the thinking task was significantly lower when the

condition cannot be interpreted to directly reflect well-
known foreign language difficulty (for example, it was

problems presented in the difficult foreign language).

sequence of the foreign language difficulty through its

guage difficulty per se: The latter is difficulty in lin-
guistic processing, whereas the former is difficulty
in thinking. Although the foreign language diffi-

noticed, and the difficulty accompanying foreign lan-

difficulty in the linguistic processing of foreign lan-

all difficulty of learning a foreign language tends to

lar to that foreign language will be less proficient than

is dissimilar because FoLSE results from proficiency

dual-task experiments. In the first experiment, they

The results confirmed this prediction. In the sec-



than to Korean. Again, the results confirmed this pre-

which is very difficult to comprehend when its title

mance of a concurrent thinking task (i.e., verification

nied confidently for the same reason; in addition, most



language is confined to the following two properties:

Although its first premise and conclusion may not agree

The verbal task was sentence verification. Two lists

tape first presented the direction, “Ready? Start,” and

as many validity judgments as possible within a fixed

When a syllogism was too difficult, the participant was



of the two languages that first came to mind, irrespec-

first sentence was presented 8 sec later. After emitting

validity judgments as possible within the same fixed

(1.2. Empirical confirmation of FoLSE), therefore,
the lower performance in Foreign condition reflects
FoLSE, not foreign language processing difficulty per

tween Foreign and Native conditions reflects the mag-

significantly larger in Foreign than Native condition,

ence was also significant, Wilcoxon test,
875. This confirms that the

precondition of FoLSE was satisfied in that the present

proficient in the foreign language (English) than in the

Experiment 2 attempted to replicate the findings in

past empirical studies. More specifically, Experiment

choose between five alternatives a word that would

tional factors as time pressure, difficulty of linguistic and/or



Binet test. To obtain a sufficient number of problems,

quired participants to choose between four to five al-

conditions was significant, Wilcoxon test,

The difference between these means was also signifi-

isfied.

by definition, there is no critical difference between

guage. The above thinking tasks satisfied both of these



At first glance, the foreign language effect and

ıaz-Lago and Matute (2019) who demon-

tingency between a fictitious drug and a fictitious dis-
ease for 40 successively presented fictitious patients.



difficulty. Only when the contents of his/her speech
reveal some deficits (e.g., erroneous logical reasoning,

on), might we feel justified in inferring low intelli-

language difficulty. In reality, the contents of his/her

his/her speech may reveal much less deficits in con-
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Lines of thinking: Reflec-


